2019 GATORVILLE
SUMMER NAMM EDITION
VINTAGE AMPLIFIER STYLE
SOLID WOOD 2U RACK CASE

MODEL: GR-RETRORACK-2SG
MAP: $159.99

AVAILABLE IN BLACK, SEAFOAM GREEN AND TWEED

• 2U, 3U and 4U rack space for guitar amp modelers, effects and studio equipment
• 12.5” Depth to accommodate standard-sized rackmount gear
• Matching grill cloth spacers included with 3U & 4U models
• Removable hook-&-loop dust cover with grill cloth exterior
• Kickstand on bottom to angle amp upwards towards user
• Spring-loaded side handles & premium leather carry handle for lifting & loading
• Rubber feet allow unit to sit comfortably on amp, cabinet or desk
• Rack screws included
RETRO RACK SERIES

VINTAGE AMPLIFIER STYLE
SOLID WOOD 3U RACK CASE

MODEL: GR-RETRORACK-3TW
MAP: $169.99
AVAILABLE IN BLACK, SEAFOAM GREEN AND TWEED

VINTAGE AMPLIFIER STYLE SOLID WOOD 4U RACK CASE

MODEL: GR-RETRORACK-4BK
MAP: $179.99
AVAILABLE IN BLACK, SEAFOAM GREEN AND TWEED
ALL MODELS AVAILABLE IN BLACK, GREY & TAN

- Designed to fit Soprano, Concerto & Tenor ukuleles
- Weather-resistant blended fabric exterior available in charcoal black, light grey or tan
- Thick foam padding throughout interior frame of bag for case-like protection
- Removable color-matched backpack straps with concealable stowaway zipper pocket
- 20 mm thick removable neck support foam pad covered with plush micro-fleece lining
- Exterior accessory pocket with mini pocket on front for storing phone, keys and small electronics
- Reinforced carry handle for secure & comfortable grip
- Thick rubber tread on bottom of the bag prevents wear and protects from small puddles to spilled drinks
- D-ring for clipping accessories
TRANSIT COLLECTION UKULELE BAGS

**CONCERTO UKULELE BAG**
Available in black, grey and tan
MAP: $79.99

**SOPRANO UKULELE BAG**
Available in black, grey and tan
MAP: $79.99

**TENOR UKULELE BAG**
Available in black, grey and tan
MAP: $79.99

MODEL: GT-UKE-CON-BLK
MODEL: GT-UKE-SOP-GRY
MODEL: GT-UKE-TEN-TAN
TRANSIT STYLE BAG FOR UNIVERSAL OX

MODEL: GT-UNIVERSALOX

MAP: $99.99

- Rugged, weather-resistant heathered fabric exterior with softly lined, rigid foam interior
- Reinforced lid to protect knobs from bumps
- 1.63” / 4.14 cm thick removable foam insert with cutouts for rear knob & switch
- Front & back pockets for power supply & cables
- Black rubber bar feet on bottom to elevate bag from puddles & spills
- 5 mm padded shoulder strap & reinforced comfort handle
TRANSIT COLLECTION ACCESSORIES

TRANSIT STYLE BAG FOR KEMPER PROFILING AMPS

MODEL: GT-KEMPER-PRPH

MAP: $129.99

- Rugged, weather-resistant heathered fabric exterior with softly lined, rigid foam interior
- PE-Reinforced front wall ensures protection of front knobs & menu screen
- Removable foam divider allows profiler head & remote to sit inside bag without contact
- Front zipper compartment for storing expression pedal
- Dual exterior side pockets & mesh interior lid pocket for storing power supply & cables
- 10 mm padded shoulder strap & 5 mm reinforced comfort handle
- Black rubber bar feet on bottom to elevate bag from puddles & spills
- Orientation tag on front wall to indicate proper position of unit
WHEELED CASE FOR LINE 6
HELIX GUITAR MULTI-EFFECTS
FLOOR PROCESSOR

MODEL: GHELIXFLOOR

MAP: $179.99

- Molded polyethylene construction with soft, tricot-lined interior
- 2 removable hook-and-loop foam blocks & padded divider cradles board inside case
- Rubber wheels, telescoping pull handle & ergo-grip comfort handle for hassle-free transport
- Side storage compartment for power & USB cable
HELIX SOLUTIONS

WHEELED TOUR CASE FOR LINE 6 HELIX GUITAR MULTI-EFFECTS FLOOR PROCESSOR

MODEL: GTOURHELIXFLOOR

MAP: $299.99

- Elevated platform for pedalboard allows unit to be used while remaining inside case
- Foam-padded lid protects top of board from damage during transport
- Rubber wheels & Gator signature red, spring-loaded grip handles for hassle-free transport
- Side storage compartment for power & USB cable
PRO SERIES MOLDED ROLLING RACKS

4U, 19" DEEP ROLLING MOLDED AUDIO RACK
MODEL: G-PROR-4U-19
MAP: $249.99

6U, 19" DEEP ROLLING MOLDED AUDIO RACK
MODEL: G-PROR-6U-19
MAP: $284.99

8U, 19" DEEP ROLLING MOLDED AUDIO RACK
MODEL: G-PROR-8U-19
MAP: $309.99

• Virtually indestructible roto-molded polyethylene design
• 19" rackable depth
• Full-sized front and rear lids
• Molded-in, ergonomic side carry handles
• Recessed steel twist latches

• Made in the USA
• Made from recycled materials
• Includes threaded front and rear rack rails
• Telescoping tow handle
• Rugged roller blade style wheels
LCD / LED SERIES  ROTO-MOLDED CASES

49"- 55" LCD / LED  ROTO-MOLDED CASE

MODEL: GLED4955ROTO  
MAP: $399.99

- Virtually indestructible polyethylene construction with foam-padded interior
- Rugged spring-loaded side handles for easy lifting & loading
- Unbreakable integrated handles for lid removal
- Heavy-duty 1.5" / 3.81 cm nylon web straps and side-release buckles secure lid to body
TITAN CASE FOR RODECASTER PRO & TWO MICS

MODEL: GWP-TITANROADCASTER2

MAP: $159.99

- Custom foam-cut waterproof case for RODEcaster Pro Podcast Mixer & two mics
- Fits either Rodecaster Mixer & two PodMics, Procaster mics or Shure SM7B mics
- ATA-300 certification
- Easy release Powerclaw™ latching system
- Pad-lockable for added security
- Additional storage for power supply, mic cables & other accessories
- Water and dust proof with IP67X certification
- Impact proof, lightweight NK-7 resin
- Mil-STD-810F immersion test certified
- ASTM D-1469 DC-18 drop test & vibration certified
- Soft-grip carry handle
TITAN SERIES RODECASTER SOLUTIONS

TITAN CASE FOR RODECASTER PRO, 4 MICS & 4 HEADSETS

MODEL: GWP-TITANROADCASTER4

MAP: $299.99

- Custom foam-cut waterproof case for RODEcaster Pro Podcast Mixer, (4) Procaster/micpod mics & (4) headsets
- Fits (4) headsets & either four (4) PodMics, four (4) Procaster mics or four (4) SHURE SM7B mics
- ATA-300 certification
- Easy release Powerclaw™ latching system
- Pad-lockable for added security
- Additional storage for power supply, mic cables & other accessories
- Water and dust proof with ip67x certification
- Impact proof, lightweight NK-7 resin
- Mil-STD-810F immersion test certified
- ASTM D-1469 DC-18 drop test & vibration certified
- Soft-grip carry handle
16" x 10" x 14" WHEELED LIGHT BAG
MODEL: G-LIGHTBAG-1610W
MAP: $109.99

19" x 11" x 11" WHEELED LIGHT BAG
MODEL: G-LIGHTBAG-1911W
MAP: $129.99

22" x 12" x 15" WHEELED LIGHT BAG
MODEL: G-LIGHTBAG-2212W
MAP: $149.99

- Fits up to 4 LED style PAR lights
- Stackable with non-wheeled versions
- Lightweight design allows for easier transport
- Adjustable hook & loop padded dividers to secure lights
- Dual zipper design opens top of bag for easy loading and unloading
- Large, exterior storage pockets for cables & accessories
SPEAKER WALL MOUNT IN WHITE

MODEL: GFWSPKWM100W
MAP: $ 69.99

- Multi-angle adjustable arm & base clamp
- Rubberized mounting platform to protect speaker from scratches
- Adapter sleeve for 38 mm mount diameters
- Max weight capacity: 100 lbs / kg
Z-STYLE KEYBOARD STAND

MODEL: GFWKEYZ0500

MAP: $69.99

- Z-style keyboard & mixer stand
- Fixed height of 27" for a comfortable seated playing position
- Fits most keyboards wider than 24"
- 6mm EVA foam padding on contact surfaces
- Black powder-coated square aluminum tube construction
FRAMEWORKS UNIVERSAL DISPLAY MOUNT

LCD VESA MOUNT ASSEMBLY & CLAMP

MODEL: GFW-AVLCDVES

MAP: $89.99

• Mounts flat-panel monitors & displays to speaker stands, wall mounts or truss
• Safely secures display via rubber non-skid padded o-clamp & safety pin
• Supports portrait & landscape screen mounting
• Fits tubes ranging from 35 mm – 40 mm & screen sizes up to 55”
• Mounting hardware kit included
CRANK-OPERATED SUB POLE

MODEL: GFWSPKSUBCRNK

MAP: $79.99

- Utilizes space by mounting loudspeaker directly to subwoofer
- Soft-touch G-Knob & sturdy metal crank secures speaker height
- Contains sleeve adapter for 38 mm speaker mounts
- Includes M20 to 35 mm cup adapter to fit most subs
- Max weight capacity: 75 lbs. / 34.02 kg
- Max extendable height: 45.00” / 114.30 cm
BATTERY POWERED
RED LED LAMP FOR MUSIC
STANDS & MORE

MODEL: GFWMUSLED

MAP: $39.99

- Clamp-on design allows attachment in a variety of applications
- Adjustable gooseneck design for great flexibility
- High & low illumination settings
- Includes USB power cable & (3) AA batteries
- Convenient nylon tote bag for transport
DESKTOP MOUNTED MIC BOOM STAND FOR PODCASTS & RECORDING

MODEL: GFWMICBCBM1000

MAP: $49.99

- Fixed 10’ / 3.05M XLR cable included for clean look & organization
- Spring-loaded articulating arm with 2.60 lbs. / 1.18 kg weight capacity & 38.5” / 97.79 cm max extension
- Full 360-degree rotational adjustment with minimal noise
- Easily mounts to desks, tables & similar-sized surfaces
- 2.17” / 5.51 cm max in thickness
- 70 mm mic threads at boom end
MULTI MIC TRAY
HOLDS UP TO
4 MICROPHONES

MODEL: GFW-MIC-4TRAY

MAP: $19.99

- Fits 4 standard ball head microphones (wired and wireless)
- Mounts directly to microphone stand with adapter for both 3/8 & 5/8 threads
- Fits mics 38 mm or larger
- EVA foam padded surface
DREADNOUGHT LIGHTWEIGHT GUITAR CASE IN TAN

MODEL: GTR-DREAD12-TAN

MAP: $144.99

- Interior features dense EPS foam with plush lining
- Interior accessory compartment for capos, strings, picks and accessories
- Weather-resistant blended fabric exterior
- Hideaway, padded, color-matched backpack straps with top grab handle
- Molded, padded, contoured handle for a secure yet comfortable grip
- Large front zippered pocket with additional small pocket on front with soft lining provides quick access to phone, keys and small electronics
TRANSIT COLLECTION GUITAR GIG BAGS

LIGHTWEIGHT ELECTRIC GUITAR CASE IN LIGHT GREY
MODEL: GTR-ELECTRIC-GRY
MAP: $144.99

LIGHTWEIGHT BASS GUITAR CASE IN LIGHT GREY
MODEL: GTR-BASS-GRY
MAP: $144.99
SMALL ADD-ON
ACCESSORY BAG

MODEL: GT-1407-GRY

MAP: $65.99

- Transit styling with rigid foam interior
- Large main compartment
  (14" x 7" x 4.5")
  with movable divider
- Removable tool pouch for pliers, wrench, hex keys, strings, picks and more
- Dual zipper open for easy access
- Cable organizer loop
- Padded carry handle
- Bungee attachment strap
- Removable, adjustable shoulder strap
ACCESSORY BAG
16" X 10" X 4.5"
MODEL: GT-1610-GRY
MAP: $89.99

ACCESSORY BAG
24" X 12" X 4.5"
MODEL: GT-2412-GRY
MAP: $109.99

- For pedal boards, multi-fx pedals, midi controllers, drum machines, photo equipment, and more
- Fits Gator LAK & BAK Aluminum pedal boards
- Rigid foam interior
- Large main compartment with movable divider
- Large front and rear external storage pockets for small items, cables, manuals, etc.
- Black "tire-tread" protective rubber on bottom
- Removable, adjustable shoulder strap
GUITAR STANDS

RACK STYLE
4 GUITAR STAND
THAT FOLDS INTO CASE
MODEL: GTRSTD4
MAP: $319.99

RACK STYLE
6 GUITAR STAND
THAT FOLDS INTO CASE
MODEL: GTRSTD6
MAP: $364.99

• Stand holds 4 or 6 electric, acoustic, or bass guitars
• Stand section locks into place with recessed twist latches
• Elastic secure bands keep guitars from sliding out
• Birch wood construction with grey carpeted exterior covering
• Plush lined interior
• Commercial grade, Penn-Elcom twist latches and hardware
• Feet on bottom to prevent wear during use

Collapsible Design!
G-TOUR SERIES COMPACT FURNITURE SET

Set includes 2 chairs with storage, 2 stools with storage and a large collapsible table top.

GOTTA HAVE IT!

FURNITURE SET TRANSFORMS INTO ITS OWN SHIPPING CASE

MODEL: G-TOURLOUNGE

MAP: $2,749.99

- Two cushioned chairs with large storage drawer under seat cushion
- Two ottomans with internal storage area
- Table top with sturdy folding legs and 48" x 32" surface area
- Chairs each include 2 standard and 2 locking casters for stability
- Plywood covered in laminate construction with commercial grade hardware
- Fast set-up and tear down (2 people are recommended)
## PRO SERIES MOLDED SHALLOW RACKS

### 2U, 13" DEEP MOLDED AUDIO RACK
- Model: G-PRO-2U-13
- MAP: $154.99

### 3U, 13" DEEP MOLDED AUDIO RACK
- Model: G-PRO-3U-13
- MAP: $164.99

### 4U, 13" DEEP MOLDED AUDIO RACK
- Model: G-PRO-4U-13
- MAP: $174.99

### 6U, 13" DEEP MOLDED AUDIO RACK
- Model: G-PRO-6U-13
- MAP: $209.99

- Improved rack enclosure with 13" rackable depth
- Full-size front and rear interlocking lid with gasket
- Penn-Elcom MOL recessed twist latches with black powder coated finish
- Best in class, molded-in, ergonomic side carry handles
- Includes threaded front and rear rack rails
- Improved stacking design, backwards compatible with 1st generation G-Pro Racks
TITAN SERIES UNIVERSAL OX CASE

CUSTOM CASE FOR UNIVERSAL OX IR ATTENUATOR

MODEL: GU-UNIVERSALOX

MAP: $199.99

- Water and Dust-Proof with IP 67 Certification
- ATA-300 Certification
- Impact Proof Lightweight NK-7™ Resin
- Easy Release Powerclaw™ Latching System
- Soft Grip Comfort Handle
- Pad-Lockable
- Mil-STD-810F Immersion Test Certified
FRAMEWORKS MICROPHONE STAND ACCESSORIES

CLIP-ON GUITAR PICK AND SLIDE HOLDER FOR MICROPHONE STANDS

MODEL: GFW-GTR-PICKCLIP

MAP: $6.59

- Clips on to microphone stand tubing
- Dual row holder fits up to 12 guitar picks
- Includes removable slide holder attachment
- Made of soft rubber for superior grip that won’t slide around
- Pick grooves hold picks of varying thicknesses
MULTI MICROPHONE TRAY DESIGNED TO HOLD 6 MICROPHONES

MODEL: GFW-MIC-6TRAY

MAP: $27.49

- Multi microphone tray holds 6 microphones
- 5/8-27 female threads attach to standard microphone stand
- Foam microphone cradle holds up to six (6) wired microphones
- Base made from steel with black powder coat finish
ADJUSTABLE ANGLE 9” CLAMP-ON MINI BOOM
MODEL: GFW-MIC-CLMPBM9
MAP: $14.29

- Clamp securely attaches to tube diameters ranging from 15mm - 22mm
- 9” reach to end of boom
- Angle adjustment clamp allows 270 degrees of rotation
- Interlocking teeth securely locks boom angle
- 5/8-27 male threads at boom end with jam nut

ADJUSTABLE ANGLE 9” MINI BOOM ARM
MODEL: GFW-MIC-MINIBM9
MAP: $14.29

- Great for mic placement in tight spaces
- 5/8-27 female threads attach to standard microphone stand
- 9” reach to end of boom
- 3” riser on threaded adapter for extra height/clearance
- Angle adjustment clamp allows 270 degrees of rotation
- Interlocking teeth securely locks boom angle
- 5/8-27 male threads at boom end with jam nut
MICROPHONE STAND MULTI MOUNT DEVICE

MODEL: GFW-MIC-MULTIMOUNT

MAP: $16.49

• Add microphone booms, shelves, accessory trays, mic clips, goosenecks and more
• Clamps to tube and features four (4) 5/8-27 male mic thread adapters
• Securely attaches to tube diameters ranging from 15mm - 22mm
• 5/8-27 male threads at boom end with jam nut
EXTRA LARGE MICROPHONE ACCESSORY TRAY

MODEL: GFW-MICACCTRAYXL

MAP: $27.49

- Lightweight durable extra-large mic stand utility tray
- Adjustable clamp allows for clamping on to mic stand
- Built-in drink holder included
- Included pick tab holds up to five (5) guitar picks
- Overall surface of 14” x 9” (355.6 mm x 228.6 mm)
- Fits tubing up to 1.38 diameter (35 mm)
- Cup holder recess 3 in deep (77 mm)
9” X 9” MICROPHONE ACCESSORY SHELF

MODEL: GFW-SHELF0909
MAP: $16.49

11” X 15” MICROPHONE ACCESSORY SHELF

MODEL: GFW-SHELF1115
MAP: $32.99

- Clamp-on utility shelf
- Raised lip around edges to prevent items from sliding off
- Great for holding accessories like capos, harmonicas, cell phones, and laptops
- Fits tubing up to 40mm
- Black powder coated finish
- Steel construction
- 10lbs weight capacity
SINGLE CUP BEVERAGE HOLDER MOUNT FOR STAND
MODEL: GFW-SINGLECUP
MAP: $10.99

- Perfect for microphone stands or drum hardware
- Fits cans and plastic cups

UKE / MANDO HANGER CLAMP FOR MICROPHONE STANDS
MODEL: GFW-MICUKE-HNGR
MAP: $13.19

- Helps minimize footprint by eliminating the need for an additional stand
- Provides convenient place to hang an instrument on stage
- Strong, steel clamp keeps hanger safely mounted to microphone stand, which ensures safety of instrument
TELESCOPING BOOM MIC STAND FOR DESKTOP RECORDING, BASS DRUM & GUITAR AMPS

MODEL: GFW-MIC-0822

MAP: $54.99

- Holds up to a 1.5 lb microphone at full extension
- 2.5 lb boom counterweight
- 10 lb base
- 27 in (685 mm) telescoping microphone stand boom
- Length and angle independently adjustable
- Heavy duty steel construction
- Black powder coat finish
- Cable management included
ROK-IT GUITAR STAND

DOUBLE A-FRAME GUITAR STAND

MODEL: RI-GTRAU2X

MAP: $24.99

- Holds electric or acoustic guitars
- Locking arms for added security
- Compact, collapsible design folds flat for easy storage
- Steel construction with rubber grip feet and padded arms
- Finish friendly, padded guitar stand arms
FRAMEWORKS X STYLE UTILITY STANDS

UTILITY TABLE TOP FOR X STYLE KEYBOARD STANDS

MODEL: GFW-UTL-XSTDTBLTOP

MAP: $65.99

- Fits most X-style stands
- Turn your keyboard stand into a platform for other components
- Easy to set up and break down

UTILITY TABLE TOP WITH DOUBLE-X STAND

MODEL: GFW-UTL-XSTDTBLTOPSET

MAP: $109.99

- Includes table top
- Numerous levels of adjustability
- Rubberized leveling foot
- Heavy duty steel construction with easy adjustability
- Min / max height: 3/40 inches (76/1016 mm)
- 100Lb weight capacity (45 kg)
- Can be used while seated or standing
- Locks in closed position to easily carry